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About This Content

Unlock the 10 Shadows expansion characters in Puzzle Strike: Quince, Onimaru, Troq, BBB, Menelker, Persephone, Gloria,
Gwen, Vendetta, and Zane.
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If this sort of feels a bit more expensive than it should be relative to the base game given that all it does is give you the 10
expansion characters, keep in mind that the reason for this is that the many expansion puzzle chips that it has in real life were
thrown into the base game 'for free' on steam. Given this, I can't really bring myself to complain about it costing the same as the
base game. Plus, several of those 10 expansion characters are some of my favourites in the entire game.

I'd strongly recommend picking this up. None of the new characters are objectively better than those in the base game because
everything is realty well balanced across all 20, you can play with them even if your opponent doesn\u2019t have the expansion,
and they\u2019re all really flavourful and well-crafted with their themes really shining through via their mechanics.

Besides, who doesn't want more variety?. You get most of the content in the base game. That said, if you played and liked the
base game, this expansion adds a good amount of variety to an already superb game.
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